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The evolution of elite grandmasters  
from the beginning of their career up the top 

 
 
Sergey Alexandrovich Karjakin 
Sergey Karjakin, born January 12, 1990 in Simferopol, is a Russian (formerly Ukrainian) 
chess grandmaster.  
He was a chess prodigy and holds the record for both the youngest International Master, 
eleven years and eleven months, and grandmaster in history, at the age of twelve years 
and seven months. In September 2011 he had an Elo rating of 2772, making him Russia's 
second best chess player, and the fifth in the world. 
 
Karjakin learned to play chess when he was five years old. In 2001, he won the World 
Chess U12 championship. At age fourteen he defeated the reigning world champion, 
Vladimir Kramnik, in a blitz game. 
On the January 2008 FIDE rating list, published just before Karjakin's eighteenth 
birthday, he passed the 2700 mark for the first time, the line that separates "elite" players 
from other grandmasters, with a new rating of 2732 and a world rank of 13. 

 
 

Game 1 
Sergey Karjakin at 8 years old 
playing against a Grandmaster 

 
 
Karjakin, Sergei - Miezis, Normunds (2505) [A60] 
Keres Memorial op Tallinn (1), 14.06.1998 
 
1.d4 Nf6 2.c4 c5 3.d5 e6 4.Nc3 exd5 5.cxd5 Bd6  
The experienced grandmaster chooses a rare line of Benoni Defense in order to avoid any 
theoretical dispute with the eight-year old Karjakin. The main line is 5...d6 6.e4 g6 
leading to typical positions of the Benoni. 
 
6.e4  
White goes for the obvious move and occupies the center at once. Although this looks 
like the best choice it isn’t since white doesn’t spot black’s main idea. The structure is 
typical of the Benoni Defense with the big difference that the dark squares bishop will be 
placed on “c7” instead of “g7”; this has advantages and disadvantages. The main 
disadvantage is that the bishop is less active on “c7”, so black has fewer chances of 
putting strong pressure on the queenside. On the other hand, without the kingside 
weakened, black can trade the dark squares bishop for the “c3” knight in order to increase 
the pressure on “e4”, without fearing any kingside attack; without a “g6” advance black 
has the dark squares under control. Therefore the best way to deal with black’s choice is 
to avoid an “e4” advance leaving black without a clear plan.  
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After 6.Nf3 0–0 7.Bg5 Re8 8.e3 white keeps a small yet lasting advantage since black has 
a hard time creating any counter play. Note that with the “e4” square unoccupied white 
has the extra option of playing “Nd2-e4” spoiling black’s kingside structure by 
threatening “Nxf6”.  
 
6...0–0 7.Nf3  
The tempting 7.f4 is met with 7…Nxe4 (otherwise white has a large advantage after an 
“e5” advance.) 8.Nxe4 Re8 9.Qe2 Bf8 (this move is necessary since after “f5” white 
takes the bishop getting a large advantage since he will have two pieces and a rook 
against a queen) 10.g4 this is the only way to keep the pieces, but after 10…d6 the 
practice has proven that black has enough compensation.  
 
7...Re8 8.Bd3 Bc7  
Black vacates the “d6” square to finish his development by advancing “d6”.  
 
9.0–0 d6 10.h3  
It is quite amazing that at such an early age white has so much knowledge and applies it. 
Having space advantage white avoids trading pieces by taking control over the “g4” 
square. 
The careless 10.Re1 a6 11.a4 allows black to play 11…Bg4 and after 12.h3 Bxf3 13.Qxf3 
Nbd7 the game is roughly equal since black’s pieces are well coordinated; the “d7” 
knight no longer stands in the bishop’s way.  
 
10...a6 11.a4  
White goes for the most restrictive move, not allowing a “b5” advance.  
The alternative 11.a3 Nbd7 12.b4 b5 13.Bg5 is less accurate since it allows black to gain 
space on the queenside; the bishop will get active on “b6”.  
 
11...Nbd7 12.Bf4 Nf8 
The knight goes to “g6” keeping control over the “e5” square and makes room for the 
light squares bishop so that black can finish his development.  
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13.Qc2  
This move shows that white isn’t that well prepared from a positional point of view. At 
this early age this is common. Such a move is typical for young players, who are mainly 
trying to play actively and make combinations instead of positional play; white intends to 
finish his development by placing the rooks on “e1” and “d1”. Afterwards he will open 
the center by advancing “e5”.  Still, from a positional standpoint, this isn’t a sound idea 
since black is able to keep an “e5” advance under control; then the rook from “d1” isn’t 
well placed since without opening the game in the center the main fight will be on the 
queenside where the rook will be missed.  
Better would have been 13.Nd2 Ng6 14.Bg3 intending to support an “e5” advance with 
“f4” and not allowing black to get the bishop on “a5” due “Nc4” threat; white is slightly 
better. Still we have to admire that even at such a young age, white is not trying anything 
sharp before making sure that all his pieces are in play. 
 
13...Ng6 14.Bh2 Rb8  
Black starts to prepare counter play on the queenside by bringing his pieces to support a 
“b5” advance. 
 
15.Rfe1  
White stays consistent with his plans and starts placing the pieces on the central files. 
Slightly better would have been to return to the previously discussed plan with 15.Nd2 
Ne5 16.Be2 Ba5 17.Rfe1, keeping an edge.  
 
15...Bd7  
This is the logical continuation of black’s previous move. Another interesting idea was to 
play 15...Nd7 in order to keep an “e5” advance under control.  
 
16.Rad1 b5  
This obvious advance is in accordance with black’s previous play but has the major 
drawback that it doesn’t pay attention to the opponent’s plans and allows an “e5” 
advance; afterwards the game enters into a sharp phase.  
Better would have been the restrained 16...Qe7 and only then “b5”. The point is that 
white has quite a difficult time getting active play since an “e5” advance isn’t that easy to 
set up. 
  
17.axb5 axb5 18.e5  
With all the pieces in play, white loses no time and opens the center at once before black 
is able to make dangerous threats on the queenside.  
 
18…dxe5  
Black is entering dangerous grounds in his desire to keep things complicated; of course 
he is not too happy to abandon his approach at such an early stage. Still, from a general 
point of view the restrained 18...Nxe5 was better; the move played gives white the 
opportunity to gain the advantage.  
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White was afraid of the rather forced line 19.Nxe5 dxe5 20.d6 Bxd6 21.Bxh7+ Nxh7 
22.Rxd6 Rb6 23.Ne4 c4 24.Qd2 Rxd6 25.Nxd6 Re6 26.Rxe5 which ends in a position 
with little chance of success for either side, mainly due to the opposite color bishops. 
 
19.d6 Ba5  
After 19...Bb6 white gets a comfortable advantage with the simple 20.Bxb5 recovering 
the pawn.  
 
20.Nxe5  
This move is quite remarkable; even from such an early age white’s intuition works 
perfectly since this is the only move that gives white the advantage.   
After 20.Bxe5 c4 21.Bxg6 hxg6 22.Qd2 or 20.Bxg6 hxg6 21.Rxe5 the game remains 
complicated but balanced.  
 
20...b4 21.Nxd7  
After the good 20th move white slips and allows black to keep things under control; we 
are quite sure that he missed black’s simple 23rd move. The only way of keeping the 
advantage was to increase the tension in center by placing the knight on “d5”. Still, the 
lines are quite complicated and require an accurate calculation that proved too much for 
one of such a young age; note that most children of this age are having problems keeping 
the pieces on the board, not losing them in one move.   
Better would have been 21.Nd5 Nxd5  

The tempting 21...b3 doesn’t work since after 22.Qxc5 Bxe1 23.Bxg6 hxg6 
24.Ne7+ Kh7 25.Rxe1 white has a strong attack due to the terrible threat of “Nf3-
g5”. 

22.Nxd7 Rxe1+  
The immediate 22...Qxd7 is bad since after 23.Rxe8+ Rxe8 24.Qxc5 white 
recovers the piece with decisive effect; the passed “d” pawn and pair of bishops 
are more than sufficient for a win.  

23.Rxe1 Qxd7 24.Qxc5 Ngf4  
Not 24...Ndf4 25.Bxg6 and white recovers the piece with decisive effect.  

25.Bxf4 Nxf4 26.Re7 Qc8  
The careless 26...Qd8 loses at once since after 27.Qf5 mate can’t be avoided.  

27.Qxa5 Nxd3 28.Qc7. This is the point of white’s previous play; he will recover the 
piece by force since “d” pawn is too strong 28…Nc5 29.Qxc8+ Rxc8 30.Rc7 Rd8 
31.Rxc5. The resulting endgame has good winning chances since white will trade the “d” 
pawn for the “b” pawn. Note that this endgame offers better winning chances than the 
one with the pawn on the “a” file since the king is close to the pawn, has better cover, and 
the pawn is distant enough from the kingside. With good technique white should win. 
 
21...Rxe1+  
Trading the rooks first is very important since black needs a white rook on “e1” in order 
to make his 23rd move work.  
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22.Rxe1 Nxd7 23.Nd5 b3  
This simple move that wins an exchange was surely missed by white; afterwards white 
will have sufficient compensation but nothing more.  
 
24.Qe2 Bxe1 25.Ne7+  
Again white shows his great talent. He prefers this intermediary move instead of taking 
the knight at once; normally at this age taking the bishop is almost automatic. The point 
of making this move is to keep black’s queen passive. The calculation of lines only 
proves that white was right. 
After 25.Qxe1 Qg5 26.Ne7+ Nxe7 27.Qxe7  

After 27.dxe7 Re8 black gains the pawn getting a decisive advantage.  
27...Qd5  

Worse is 27...Qxe7 since after 28.dxe7 Ra8 29.Bd6 Nf6 30.Bxc5 the endgame is 
rather balanced since the “e7” pawn and the pair of bishops gives white sufficient 
compensation. 

28.Qxd7 Qxd3 black has the advantage. Still, white’s strong “d” pawn gives him good 
practical chances, but with accurate play black should win.   
 

 
 
 
25...Kh8  
Black fails to put pressure on white. This move is too soft and allows white to get full 
compensation; afterwards black has to play carefully in order to maintain the balance. It 
is quite obvious that the white’s main trump is the powerful “d” pawn. Therefore if black 
is able to get rid of it not only will he have no problems, but he can hope for a favorable 
result. To achieve this a better alternative was to move the king to “f8”. This move has 
two advantages: it increases the pressure on “e7”, and if white takes on “g6” then black 
isn’t forced to take with the “f” pawn, thereby keeping control over the important “e6” 
square.  
After 25...Kf8 26.Nc6  

Now 26.Bxg6 is harmless since after 26…hxg6 27.Qxe1 Ra8 black has a large 
advantage; without access to the “e6” square white is unable to generate sufficient 
counter play. Also with the king on “f8” black can meet any knight move with the 
simple “Qe8”.  
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26...Qe8 27.Nxb8 Nxb8 28.d7 (this is the only way to recover the piece) 28…Bxf2+ 
29.Qxf2 Nxd7 30.Bd6+ Kg8 31.Bc4 white has good compensation for the pawn. The “b” 
pawn falls at the very next move, but it is black who can hope for better days. 
  
26.Qxe1 Ra8  
This is black’s best try; he escapes the “Nc6” threat and activates the rook in order to 
press the “b2” pawn later on hoping that this forces white to stay on the defensive.  
 
27.Bg3  
Yet again white is up to his task. This apparently harmless move secures the king leaving 
the queen for active operations.  
 
27…Ra2 
Black is going ahead with his original intentions and presses the “b” pawn. Still, this fails 
on accurate calculation since white has the means to defend the pawn using tactics. 
Therefore a slightly better solution was to get the queen into play instead.   
After 27...Qa5 28.Qe2 Qa1+ 29.Kh2 Qc1 30.Bxg6  

Bad is 30…fxg6 31.Qe6 Nf6 32.Be5 since white gains a large advantage; he has 
the “b” pawn covered and the king secured while black has real problems 
defending his king and keeping an eye on the “d” pawn at the same time.   

30…hxg6 31.Qe4 white has good compensation due to black’s exposed king but nothing 
more.  
 
28.Bxg6  
This move has more venom that the safe 28.Kh2 Rxb2 29.Qc3 Ra2 30.Qxb3 Rd2 31.Qc3 
which leads to a position where white has good compensation yet black is out of any 
danger. Instead of this safe solution white ignores black’s dangerous “b” pawn and starts 
active play in the center in order to support the passed “d” pawn. Now, black has to be 
extremely careful in order to hold.  
 
28...fxg6  
Now we can see the main drawback of bringing the king to “h8” instead of “f8”. Black is 
forced on this move since after 28...hxg6 29.Qe4 white has a devastating attack. Still, by 
gaining access to “e6” square white is able to generate dangerous threats that force black 
back on the defensive. 
 
29.Qe6 Rxb2  
In his desire to win black is pushing too hard, allowing white to gain a large advantage. 
The rook will be too far away to defend, so white can advance the pawn.  
Better would have been 29...Ra8 30.Qxb3 keeping things under control; although white 
has managed to win a pawn while black hasn’t done anything useful, making further 
improvements is quite difficult since the “d” pawn is firmly blocked.  
 
30.Nc6 Qa8  
This is another inaccuracy that should prove costly; white could have gained a decisive 
advantage afterwards, although he fails to do so.  
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Necessary was 30...Qc8 31.Ne5 h6 (this is necessary; otherwise the weakness of the 8th 
rank will tell) 32.Nxg6+ Kh7 33.Be5 Rd2 34.Qf5 Nxe5 (this is the only way to avoid an 
immediate disaster) 35.Qxc8 b2  

Also after 35...Nxg6 36.d7 b2 37.Qb7 white has the advantage.  
36.Nf8+ Kg8 37.Ne6+ Kf7 38.Nd8+ Kg8 39.Nb7+ Kh7 40.Qf5+ Kh8 41.Qb1. Although 
white has a large advantage in material, black’s active pieces and the passed “b” pawn 
give him good chances. Still, there is no doubt that white has the advantage.  
 
31.Qxd7 Re2  
Worse would have been 31...Rd2 since after 32.Kh2 Qg8  

After 32...b2 33.Nd8 black loses on the spot.  
33.Qb7 white will advance the pawn winning the exchange, and since “Be5” follows at 
any point black has little chance to recover. Afterwards the mate threat on “g7” will keep 
the queen passive, and with the bishop on the long diagonal white also keeps black’s 
queenside pawns under control.  
 

 
 
 
32.Be5  
This move leads to a forced draw; the line that occurs in the game is quite easy to 
calculate. This choice is quite understandable from a psychological point of view; facing 
such a strong opponent the young Karjakin was more than satisfied with such an 
outcome. It is not that difficult to determine how he made this decision. We are quite sure 
that this was the first line that occurred to him. After double checking the line that occurs 
in the game, he goes for it not bothering to look for another alternative since he was very 
pleased to be making a draw against such a strong opponent; an experienced player 
would not do so. When having the draw in your pocket, there is no harm in trying to find 
something more.  
In order to keep the advantage, the necessary line was 32.Qc7 b2 33.d7 b1Q+ 34.Kh2 
Qg8  

Bad is 34...h6 35.Be5 Rxe5 36.Qxe5 since white wins the queen back at the very 
next move retaining the knight.  

35.d8Q Re8 36.Qd2. Although the game isn’t over yet, there is no doubt that white has a 
large advantage; the minor pieces are stronger than the rook.  
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32...Rxe5  
Black doesn’t miss the chance and calls it a day; this move leads to a forced draw.  
 
33.Nxe5 Qa1+ 34.Kh2 Qxe5+ 35.g3  
The careless 35.Kg1 is bad since after 35…h6 36.Qe7 Qa1+ 37.Kh2 b2 38.d7 b1Q 
39.d8Q+ Kh7 black has a decisive advantage.  
 
35...h5  
Good enough was 35...h6 with the same idea of making an escape route. 
  
36.Qc8+ Kh7 37.d7 Qf5 38.d8Q  
Trying to push forward with 38.Kg2 is bad since after 38…Qd5+ 39.Kh2 b2 white enters 
into a highly unpleasant queen’s endgame being a pawn down.  
 
38...Qxf2+ 39.Kh1 Qf1+ 40.Kh2  
Since there is no way in avoiding the perpetual checks, a draw was agreed.  
½–½ 
 
 
CONCLUSIONS:  
 
Age 8 
 
Strengths.  
 

1. His opening knowledge is well developed for his age. 
2. He has the tendency to place pieces on their natural squares.  
3. Applying the general rules; for example, don’t start any active operations before 

getting all the pieces into play or when the opponent is starting active operations 
on a side the best reaction is to play in center. 

4. His calculation ability is very advanced for his age; it is quite impressive how he 
managed to find his way in such a complicated position.  

5. Paying attention to the intermediary moves; generally at this age the players never 
do such a thing.  

 
 
Weaknesses.  
 

1. His positional game isn’t developed yet.  
2. He shows too much respect for stronger opponents; the decision from move 32nd 

clearly shows this. 
 
 
Still, we can assess that he was by far the strongest player in history at the age of 8.  


